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The Central American peace accord signed by the region's five presidents on Aug. 7 calls for talks
with "all unarmed internal political opposition groups and with those who have availed themselves
of the amnesty." The Nicaraguan government began this process through a "national dialogue,"
inviting 11 registered opposition political parties and the right-wing Nicaraguan Democratic
Coordinator (CDN-"Coordinadora") coalition. In the first meeting on Oct. 5, the Coordinadora
made up of three of the invited parties, two union federations and the Supreme Council of Private
Enterprise (COSEP) presented a list of 14 delegations it insisted should attend. The list included
not only its three registered parties, but the two factions of the unregistered Conservative Party, a
splinter group of the Social Christian Party (PSC), the union federations, and each of the business
chambers represented in COSEP. When President Daniel Ortega rejected the Coordinadora's
list the following week, all representatives of the coalition excepting the official PSC, led by
Erick Ramirez walked out of the dialogue. For reasons of its own, the Trotskyist Revolutionary
Workers Party also abandoned the dialogue. On Oct. 15, the eight remaining parties debated
the issue for more than eight hours. Some parties, particularly those on the left, argued that only
registered parties should participate. The Independent Liberal Party (PLI) was hesitant to back the
Coordinadora list since its own dissident faction was demanding a presence in the Reconciliation
Commission as well. In the end the parties agreed to permit representation of all dissident party
factions a total of five and signed a letter to President Ortega to that effect. In a separate letter
signed by all parties but the PSC, it was suggested that if dissident party faction representatives
attended Commission deliberations, the Coordinadora as such should not be permitted another
representative of its own. By the fifth meeting of the Commission on Oct. 28, President Ortega had
agreed to the seven parties' suggestion: if parties and party factions within the Coordinadora were
represented in the Commission, the umbrella group could not also have a delegation. Although
the Coordinadora party representatives did not attend the Oct. 28 meeting, the other eight parties
approved the 17 articles of the Commission's by-laws. After a long day of debate in which each
article was voted on separately, the document as a whole was unanimously approved. Issues such
as who will preside, the role of advisors, and time allowed for speaking, were easily dispatched,
but there was heated discussion about whether decision-making would be by majority vote or
consensus. National Assembly president Carlos Nunez, who will preside over the meetings, limited
himself to reminding the delegates that the government would be unable to effectively respond
to issues if the opposition itself could not come to some agreement. In the end the parties opted
for consensus, but in discussions where consensus cannot be reached, the delegates agreed they
would table the point and move to another agenda item. On the following day, the by-laws were
sent to the parties and political groups that had not yet taken their seats in the Commission. COSEP
leader Ramiro Gurdian, vice-president of the Coordinadora, had stated unofficially that while
COSEP would not directly participate in the Commission dialogue, the political parties to which
its members belong would. Cesar Delgadillo, of the Popular Social Christian Party, reiterated to
the press a decision made in the meeting not to reopen by-laws for future discussion. "The parties
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that join [later] will be subject to the internal rules we have approved," he said. Several delegates,
interviewed as they emerged from the Oct. 28 session, called it positive. Filberto Sarria of the PSC
was quoted in Barricada as saying that "today has demonstrated that we can arrive at a consensus. It
has opened perspectives that auger well." Gerardo Alfaro, a leader of the Democratic Conservative
Party, said, "The by-laws that we approved meet the aspirations of all the political parties. There
was an atmosphere of consensus which we hope is maintained when we begin to discuss all the
points of view." In the Commission's Nov. 3 session, debate was scheduled to begin on substantive
agenda points. Nunez has stated that any proposals that fall outside the scope of either Nicaragua's
new Constitution or the Central American peace accords will be ruled inadmissible. This warning
appeared aimed at Coordinadora party representatives, who are expected to demand early elections,
a clear state/party/army separation, and "total amnesty." Nunez also preempted the possibility
of any new splinter group or newly created party demanding participation in the Commission
dialogue. Declaring that the roster was now closed, he said that anyone who returned to Nicaragua
under the amnesty program in the future would have the right to join the dialogue through the
parties or groups already participating. (From Central American Historical Institute, Intercultural
Center, Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20057.)
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